


How the DLS Loop System can help you 

Independence - Be in control of sounds you want to 

hear without disturbing others. 

Understand every word - Providing professional audio 

quality sound, the clarity is superb for maximum 

ineligibility. 

Quality of Life - Concentration is improved, tiredness 

and stress is reduced and listening is more enjoyable. 

Safety - A priority alert feature ensures that any warning 

signal (connected to this input) overrides the programme 

you are listening to. 

Versatility - 4 independent inputs and a range of 

accessories means that you can connect the Leon DLS
™ 

to any sound source in the home or office. You also have 

the flexibility to cover an area as small as a single chair to 

a room 30m
2 

Peace of mind - The DLS is backed by a 2 year 

manufacturers warranty. And is designed and 

manufactured to meet all relevant international safety 

and electrical standards. 

Easy Installation - Supplied with easy to follow 

instructions, and all the accessories you need to get you 

started, the DLS is simple to install. 

Features 

4 independent inputs - Connect all your sound 

sources to the one system such as a television, Hi-Fi, 

i-pod, computer, alarm system or microphone.

Simple controls - Once the system is set up there 

should be no need to make any further 

adjustments,(You can listen at a volume that suits you 

without disturbing the rest of the family) but just in 

case you want to, there is a volume and a tone 

control on the front panel. 

Priority (VOX) input - Keep safe and never miss a 

caller. When a signal is present on this input, all other 

inputs are turned down so you will not miss it. 

Headphone output - Primarily used in setting up the 

system and problem solving, the headphone output 

can also be used by those without hearing aids or 

loop receivers. 

Starter kit - The DLS is supplied with all you need to 

get started - loop cable, cable clips, microphone, 

phono leads and easy to follow instructions. 

Optional Accessories 

Additional microphones and cables - Depending 

on just how you want to use your DLS, you may want 

an extra microphone or a different style eg tie

clip,desk top or boundary mic, or additonal cables to 

connect other equipment. 

Telephone adapter - For connection between the 

wall outlet and telephone, or between handset and 

base. Allows you to use any telephone with 

confidence. Connected via the priority input, you will 

never miss a call. Full electrical isolation to 

international safety standards. 
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